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The agenda and variation  
of topics looks fantastic.  
All very useful discussion areas 
for what I believe is one of 
the most challenging years in 
recent times for our industry.
Chris Warn,  Global Logistics 
Director, Pentland Group

https://fs29.formsite.com/XAFuE7/UKWANationalConference19/index.html


This year’s UKWA National Conference will once again include high profile expert
speakers providing valuable insights and advice on the critical topics for our
industry, including the latest update on Brexit, how to manage risk, combat the 
challenges ahead and capture the exciting opportunities on offer to warehousing 
and logistics businesses in the new digital world.

Karen Wheeler CBE, Director General for Border 
Co-ordination, EU Exit, HM Government

Karen is leading the Government’s pan-Department initiative and is 
responsible for co-ordinating all necessary measures to ensure UK borders 
continue to be effective and efficient as the UK exits the EU, facilitating all 
cross border traffic and trade whilst protecting revenue and security.  

She will provide a real-time update on Brexit just weeks 
before the 29th March deadline…

Walter Boettcher, Director of Research and 
Forecasting, Colliers International

Whilst the shape of the economy and logistics sector post-Brexit remains 
uncertain, the impacts since the vote to leave may offer clues. In his usual 
engaging style, Walter will share latest trends and forecasts, reviewing 
the current economic climate, the broad pattern of Brexit impact and will 
highlight the key risks and opportunities ahead.

Debbie Shandley, Chief Executive,  
The Real Apprenticeship Company

A key element of the “perfect storm” brewing in the logistics sector is the 
changing shape of the industry as it evolves to the digital world, calling for 
new and different skills.  Combined with the looming labour and workforce 
shortage, never has training and education been more important as a lever 
for employee retention and productivity;  UKWA’s partners, Debbie Shandley 
of TRAC, Stuart Taylor of Mentor and Peter Jones of LLA, explain how to 
embrace training as an investment rather than an expense, as part of your 
business strategy.
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Kevin Mofid, Director Commercial Research, Savills

After a stellar year for development of additional warehouse capacity, 
with the logistics sector an attractive proposition for investors, Kevin 
Mofid of Savills considers whether supply is coming more into line with 
demand, or should the industry expect the trend of increasing rents to 
continue – and in which locations are the ‘pinch points’?

Gavin Masters, Industry Principal for Ecommerce, 
Maginus

With the traditional High Street in free fall as increasingly customer 
orders are fulfilled at logistics centres and the supply chain ecosystem 
becomes ever-more complex, Gavin considers what end users should 
expect of their logistics service providers to help them analyse and 
understand the full end-to-end cost of their supply chains.

Ben Farrell, Head of Central Operations & 
Transport, John Lewis & Partners

Ben Farrell joins colleagues from other leading retailers, all of whom are 
members of UKWA Logistics Users Group, on an interactive panel to 
discuss the issues around sustainability and cost-to-serve as ‘Logistics 
becomes the new retail’.
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Lynn Parnell, consultant, Logistics Partners

Consultant Lynn Parnell will present findings of the UKWA-WERC 
DC Measures report 2019, an exclusive benchmarking survey which 
integrates UK and international data to provide feedback on both 
domestic and global platforms. The survey gives UKWA members the 
opportunity to benchmark their own operations against peers in the UK 
as well as within the global industry – supporting improved efficiency 
and increased competitiveness.
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Natasha Tyrrell, Retail and Digital Strategist, 
BearingPoint

As the value of information about goods and services eclipses the value 
of those goods and services themselves, Natasha Tyrrell and Aloke Kapur 
discuss what steps should be taken to develop greater use of technology, 
automation and artificial intelligence to keep the logistics industry aligned 
to the needs of its customers.

Claire Russell, Strategic Development Director, 
Perry Appleton Risk Services

The threat of cyber attack has risen to a new level, and the logistics 
industry is not immune. Claire will be joined by Michelle Watson, 
President and CEO of US-based Cyber Intelligent Partners, to highlight 
the rising cyber threat and outline UKWA’s new Cyber Assessment 
Toolbox and Protection Plan.

Simon Edwards, Senior Partner,  
Aaron & Partners LLP

Simon will explain revisions to the 2019 UKWA Conditions of Contract, 
which provide a recognised legal template specific to the third-party 
warehousing and logistics industry. It is exclusive to UKWA members to 
ensure their protection and contractual compliance.
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Agenda

DAY 1 TUESDAY 5TH MARCH

DAY 2 WEDNESDAY 06 MARCH

09:30 11:00 Registration, Refreshments and Networking

11:00 11:15 Intro
Peter Ward,  

Chief Executive, UKWA

11:15 12:00 Setting the scene - the Economist's view
Walter Boettcher 

Director of Research and Forecasting, Colliers International

12:00 12:45 Location, Location, Location
Kevin Mofid, 

Director Commercial Research, Savills

12:45 13:45 Lunch

13:45 14:15 Logistics is the new retail
Gavin Masters, 

Industry Principal for Ecommerce, Maginus

14:15 14:45 Developing a digital strategy in logistics
Natasha Tyrrell, Aloke Kapur,

Retail and Digital Strategist, BearingPoint

14:45 15:30 Logistics Users Panel Discussion

Rob Redmile - Dixons Carphone 

Chris Warn - Pentland Group 

Ben Farrell - John Lewis & Partners 

Iain Bartholomew - Urban Oufitters

15:30 16:00 Break

16:00 17:00 Mentioning the "B" word !!
Karen Wheeler CBE 

Director General for Border Co-ordination, 

EU Exit, HM Government

17:00 17:30 Brexit - Open Forum

19:00 20:00 Networking Reception

20:00 22:30
Conference Dinner -  
including inspirational after dinner speaker

Ben Farrell, 

Head of Transport Operations for  

John Lewis Partnership and former commanding 

officer of the Irish Guards.

09:00 09:30 UKWA Benchmarking Survey
Lynn  Parnell, 

Director, Logistics Partners

09:30 11:00
Attracting and retaining the best talent to build 
the workforce of the future

Debbie Shandley, CEO, The Real Apprenticeship Company

Stuart Taylor, Managing Director, Mentor 

Peter Jones, Managing Director, Logistics Learning Alliance

11:00 11:30 Break

11:30 12:00 UKWA Terms & Conditions
Simon Edwards, 

Senior Partner (Aaron & Partners)

12:00 13:00 Managing cyber risk in the  digital world

Michelle Watson, 

President and CEO, Cyber Intelligent Partners

Claire Russell, 

Strategic Development Director, Perry Appleton

13:00 13:15 Summary / wrap up
Peter Ward, 

Chief Executive, UKWA

13:15 End of Conference
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Prices

   Members Non-members

Total Package for 2 days £495 +VAT £595 +VAT
 

Other price options

Conference for both days including dinner, excluding accommodation 415 +VAT  470 +VAT

Conference for both days, excluding dinner, excluding accommodation 380 +VAT  435 +VAT

Conference for Day 1 only, including dinner and accomodation 475 +VAT  570 +VAT

Conference for Day 1 only, including dinner, excluding accommodation 390 +VAT  490 +VAT

Conference for Day 1 only, excluding dinner, excluding accommodation 355 +VAT  455 +VAT

Conference for Day 2 only, including dinner and accommodation 420 +VAT  520 +VAT

Conference for Day 2 only, excluding dinner, excluding accommodation 275 +VAT  375 +VAT

Dinner only  75 +VAT  100 +VAT

Exhibitor Package  2790 +VAT  2990 +VAT 

Includes full package for 2 x delegates, plus table top & display area,  

and acknowledgment in all pre and post event promotion,  

collateral and editorial    
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The UKWA National Conference 2019 includes thought leadership presentations 
from industry leaders, interactive panel discussions and networking 
opportunities, as well as a conference dinner with inspirational guest speaker 
Ben Farrell, Head of Transport Operations for John Lewis Partnership and 
former commanding officer of the Irish Guards.

Delegate price for total package includes:
• Two-day conference • Networking dinner with drinks reception

• Overnight accommodation • Meals & all refreshments  
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